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Miss^eveland Reminisces Upon
larly Development Of College
Recital Enlivened By Anecdotes From The
Schoolma'am

Current Kadelpian
Reviewed By Va. Cox

Cleyer A. A. Play
\Is Well-Presented
Written By Lois Sloop and
Evelyn Pugh,^.

Candidates
Announced
Number 15- /

C. Crichton And F. Wells Nominated
For Student Government President
Seniors And Frosh
Win First Games

Nell Williams an^ Elizabeth Thweatt Chosen
Y. W. C. A. CanSophomores and Juniors
didates
Lose in First Basketball
ELECTIONS TO BE HELD
Meet
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Three Guesses, an original revue in
six scenes, written by Lois Sloop, HarPlans For Kappa Delta Pi risonburg, Evelyn Pugh, Edom,
REVIEWS EARLY, DAYS
Day Outlined By
and
Kay
Carpenter,
Norfolk,
OF NORMAL SCHOOL
President
and directed by "Mike" Buie, Lake
City, Florida, and Virginia Bean
Reminiscing upon^she days when the
The current issue of The Kadelpian Cumberland, Md., was presented by
State Teachers College was the youngThe first inter-class basketball
est of Virginia colleges, known then w°as reviewed by Virginia Cox, Wood- the Athletic Association in Wilson games, characterized by indifferent and
Candidates for the five major offices
as a Normal School, Miss Elizabeth lawn, at the regular meeting of Kappa
careless1 pass work, were played Mon- have been selected by the NominatHall last Wednesday evening.
Cleveland, professor of French, relate Delta Pi, held in the club room last
day night in the big gym. The games ing Convention and have met the apThe revue included original dances, drew more thftn the usual number of
ed various incidents experienced as the
proval of the Electoral Board. ElecThursday night. Plans for Kappa Del- interesting dialogue, and stunts centeronly member of the present faculty
spectators; fully two-thirds of the tion date has been set for February
who viewed those early days at the ta Pi day were outlined by the presi- ing around a week-end at the college freshman class turned out in a body. 5. Presidents of student government.
regular assembly period in Wilson Hall dent, Mary Van Landingham, and camp. The entire play was cleverly Members of the other classes were Athletic Association and Y. W., and
auditorium Wednesday morningr
committees for the annual tea were worked and well portrayed.' A typical sparsely scattered about through the editors of THE BREEZE and The
Miss Cleveland enlivened her anec- appointed.
crowd.
Schoolma'am constitute the major
visit to the old home on the Shenandotes of former days by reading from
campus officers.
The
freshmen
took
the
first
game
"The Teacher as an Integralist," by doah river which has been converted
The Schoolma'am, with which she has
from the sophomores by a slight mar-, Frances Wells and Charleva Crichbeen associated as sponsor for many Sir John Adams, was cited as the out- into a camp for the H. C. girls.
gin of 18-17. The freshmen showed ton are nominees for the student govyears. Here srfe secured the students' standing article in The Kadelpian ReOutstanding among the dances was good material but lacked experience in ernment presidency, while Nell Wilown viewpoint as to the days when a ew. Other articles discussed were
team work and passing.
liams and Elizabeth Thweatt are slated
foundation was being laid for the stu- "Science and the Soul," by I. W. Ho- the camera dance presented by a group
The line-up for the first game was for the Y. W. ticket. Sylvia Kamsky
of the Savage girls. The dialogue in
dent of twenty-five years in the fuand Helen Madjeski are running for
as
follows:
werth, and "The Scholarly Teacher of
ture, which is in reality the present
the camp kitchen was very natural and
Freshman president of the Athletic Association.
member of the student body. Thosee Mathematics," by F. L. Wren. Mis- probably made the best of the six Sophomore
Wratney, rf...A Van Landingham, rf Virginia Cox and Lois Sloop are opwho laid the early foundation, Sena- cellaneous book reviews, poems, and scenes.
Borum, rf .:'.
Dixson, rf ponents for editorship of THE BREEZE.
tor Keezell, the legislator, and Dr. interesting chapter reports were also
i
Leggett, If Evelyn Pugh and Catherine Cartee are
Students helping with the dances Cooper, rf
Julian A Burress, the president who pointed out.
Sampson, jc candidates for the editorship of The
were: Kay Carpenter, Helen Madjeski, Spitzer, If
now heads Virginia Polytechnic InstiIn the first article reviewed, the theWarner, jc
Byer, sc Schoolma'am.
tute, were mentioned reverently. PerMarjorie Baptiste, Maurie Moroney,
Frances, a member of the Lee LiterSloop, sc
Roberts rg
sonal glimpses into student days were ory of teaching was traced from Plato E. Pittman, Mike Buie, Dolores Phaary
society, has served as freshman
Schumacher, sc
Carr, lg
revealed through Miss Cleveland's ac- to modern times, Specialism, establish- Ien, directed her own kitchen orchespresident,
treasurer of her sophomore
Cannon, lg
count of the troubled days when the ed around the fifth century, maintainclass, and treasurer of Y. W. She has
Mullen,
rg
Frances West, Katye Wray
World War influenza epidemic swept ed its place in educational thinking a.
been president and treasurer of Lee and
A dull prolonged game between the
Brown,
and Lena Mundy, and Josethe campus which was placed under
is a member of Cotillion and Stratford
until an extreme departmentalism was
seniors and juniors elicited little en- Dramatic club.
quarentine. The French professor picphine Miller played for the revue.
thusiasm. The seniors, mostly varsity
tured the dose associations between developed. This was replaced, fairly
Charleva holds membership in Glee
The officers of the Athletic Associamembers, seemly confident of their
faculty member and student when the recently, by the correlation theory,
club,
has acted as assistant Recorder
tion are: Julia Courter, president; Hat- prowess, did not display their best
student body numbered only 150 as which, in turn was carried to the exof Points, is a member of Lee, president
contrasted with the present enrollment treme. Rigid classification again pre- tie Courter, vice-president; Helen form. Shots were inaccurate and team- of Alpha and is a member of Y. W.
Madjeski, business manager. The fac- work was made conspicuous by its Cabinet.
which exceeds 800.
dominated. French critics were the
"Them as don't bend, 'as got to
ulty adviser of the association is Miss absence. The seniors loafed along to
President of her sophomore class,
first to revolt and are now leading the
a 37-9 win over the juniors.
break," said Miss Cleveland, quoting
Helen Marbut.
Elizabeth, "Libby," was also secretary
fight toward a true integration proThe line-up was:
a family slave, in illustrating the stuof her class during her freshman year.
gram.
Senior
Juniors
dent adjustment to the college ideal.
She was a member of the Y. W. cabiDr. Howerth's article pointed out SCRIBBLERS ADMIT
Pittman, rf
Rucker, rf
net, the Social Committee of Y. W.
that psychology was originally a sciFOUR MEMBERS
(Continued on Page Two)
STUDENTS BEAUTIFY ence of the soul. This idea of "souland is present secretary. Elizabeth is
of the Lee Literary society
SCHOOL GROUNDS ology" has not entirely disappeared to- Four members were formally in- R. SHULER CHOOSES president
and
has
acted
as chairman of the proday, but it must "give up the ghost" if ducted into Scribblers, campus literary
gram
committee.
ASSISTANT EDITORS
The children of the Pleasant Hill psychology is to progress.
organization, Tuesday evening in the
Nell is serving now on the Y. W.
Prof. Wren, in his discussion of the Y. W. Social room. These were:
School, under the direction of Miss
cabinet
as assistant treasurer; she is
mathematics
teacher,
made
some
rathVioletta C Davis, supervisor, and with
Evelyn Pugh, Edom, and Catherine
Louise Cloud, Leesburg; Eugenia
also
a
member
of the hiking club.
er
interesting
observations
on
teachthe cooperation of the parents, are
Trainum, Melton; Ruth Shular, East Cartee, Hagerstown, Maryland, were
Evelyn
is
president
of the junior
ing,
in
general.
"
'Certified'
instead
of
making noticeable progress in the imStone Gap; Lois Sloop, Harrisonburg. recently appointed by Ruth Shular,
class,
a
member
of
Kappa
Delta Pi,
'prepared',"
he
said,
"has
become
the
provement of their school grounds.
Requirements for membership in- editor of the Schoolma'am, to be her
Scribblers, BREEZE staff, and is critic
The work was begun by the Biology watchword of the teaching profes- clude the writing of a familiar essay, assistants.
of Lee.
class where the soil conditions were sion."
a critical review, and either a poem or
These positions, which require a
Other articles, including a humor- a short story.
Catherine has been on the annual
studied and samples of soil sent to
great sense of responsibility in literary
(Continued on Page Three)
field laboratories for testing. The cor- ous one, "When Co-eds Were Really
After the initiation ceremony, it was activities, are considered ably filled.
—
o———
rect soil conditions for plants the Educated," and two or three editorials voted and carried that the new mem- Catherine Cartee, who was sophomore
children wished to use were also stud- were also reviewed.
bers submit manuscripts for criticism representative-to the annual of '34 is Zero Weather Comes
Mary Van Landingham presided over at the next meeting. Refreshments a member of Kappa Delta Pi, Page Litied. The students have likewise helpAfter Heavy Weather
a
lengthy
business discussion. Exten- were served after the business session. erary Society and Le Cercle Francais.
ed to plan the grounds, arranging areas
sive plans for Kappa Delta Pi day
for play, and for a flower garden.
Those Scribblers present were: Polly
Evelyn Pugh, who is president of the
The heaviest snowfall most of the
The children contributed manure which the college chapter will cele- Schuler, Kay Carpenter, Virginia Cox junior class, is a member of Kappa
and dead leaves for a compost heap. brate January 30, the date of the in- and Evelyn Pugh. Due to the inclem- Delta Pi, Scribblers, Lee Literary So- students have seen here, which conThey dug a trench which is being filled stallation of the Alpha Chi chapter ent weather no honorary members were ciety and was business manager of the tinued throughout the day, stopped
late Wednesday night. This snow,
present.
with special soil for a lilac hedge here.
1934 Handbook.
,
estimated
to be 12 inches, covered a
which they will plant in the spring.
sheet
of
ice
which had formed TuesA wall of river stone across the
day and made travel from one building
front of the grounds is in the making.
to another on campus dangerous. The
Board-framed cinder walks have been
snow
accompanied by a biting wind,
laid out and partially completed.
piled
up
around the buildings and trees
A load of manure has been secured
A strange, snow-clad figure appear- ble brow lent dignity to his Wash- young ladies to depart before he for- in drifts from 3 to 6 feet.
with which they will fertilize the ed on our campus last Saturday after- ingtonian countenance. Tucked ungot his breeding as a gentleman. I
The temperature, below freezing all
flower garden. Planting will be done non. "Who's he, where's he from?" der his arm was a musket, which, in
shouted his command. By tactful ques- day Wednesday, was 4 below zero early
in the spring. Children and parents were among the speculations and sur- addition to his martial bearing made
tioning. (Thanks to my experience as Thursday morning. During the day
will donate plants and seeds, many of mises made before his identity was the girls thrill to the thought of ana BREEZE reporter.) I gathered that the weather remained cold and fair.
which have already been promised. A established, i Throughout these bar- other soldier. ("There's something
the cause of the gentleman's anger
Steam pipes in Harrison were frozen
few books on gardening have been rages of remarks which can be asked about a soldier.")
was the commonplace, prosaic broom- yesterday morning so that cooking and
donated to the school library by those and re-asked by five hundred dames
His name? The half-dozen fortu- stick tucked in his arm which we all heating was a major problem. The
interested in the project.
the unknown gentleman maintained nate souls, properly introduced report- had mistaken for a broom. I turned lights were out from 4:30 to 6:00
Aside from the work done in Bio- his stare of cool aloofness. His face ed it to be J. Wellington Fullnasno.
to assure him of this. Just then Old Wednesday morning. Breakfast for
logy class the garden has been used as bore a faint suggestion of incredul- The crowning touch of a noble hero!
Sol taking pity on the plight of said the students was prepared by candlea subject for compositions and busi- ousness and embarrassment which we
Staring fixedly into the sea of ad- J. Wellington Fullnaso cast a few light. A tree which had fallen across
ness letters written in English class. ignorant souls (until later) attributed miring faces, Mr. Fullnasno's eye came
melting rays at his feet. J. Welling- the wires in town was removed from
The children are planning a founda- to his presence among so many of the to rest on me and as a sleep-walker I
ton nooded his head beneficently a few the wire by workmen and the trouble
tion planting and will carry this out opposite sex.
moved closer and closer to him. De- times and departed along the path all was cleared up.
when the soil has been conditioned and
The head of the strange gentleman lighted was I to be singled out for good snowmen take.
Within Harrisonburg and the near
plants secured.
was well shaped and testified to his special attention from the multitude.
In short, Saturday afternoon, a few vicinity, country roads drifted shut,
aristocratic lineage though I'll have He began to speak in rambling tones— frosh (?) deserted by their more
trees and telegraph and telephone poles
RIELEY AND SCHULER to admit it was not perfectly sym- Oh disappointment! Again my home- wealthy compeers for the realms of broke under the added strain of
being slightly out of propor- ly features have won for me the role the theatre, soda shops, and town; had
weight of the ice and streams were fillCHOSEN CLA^S SCRIBE metrical
tion to his wobbly neck. His broad, of confidante. The worthy Mr. Fuled
to overflowing. Traffic was retried
their
hand
at
snow
sculpture
with
Joyce Rieley and Polly Schuler, re- masculine shoulders, a true masterpiece lasno is fuming with rage and humilspectively, were elected to write the in sculpture sloped down rather lump- iation. He, a Fullasno. subjected to Fullnaso results. Delighted at the cor- duced to a minimum but snow plows
prophecy and history of the senior ily into a stocky body supported by such an indignity—what would his dial reception given the worthy gen- cleared the streets and highways. Men
class at a called meeting on Wednes- stockier legs—(pardon, limbs.) A tall father and grandfather think? He tleman, they had to confess their part on relief are working clearing streets,
gutters, crossings, and hauling the
day.
silk hat tilted impressively on his mar- begged me to command the beautiful in the plot. More snow!
snow off the streets.

Mysterious Mr. Fullnasno, Of Sphinx-Like Countenance
Delights Gullible Dame With Cold Air

T
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flawlessly. What other reason could
you find for numerous socialistic societies springing up on the various
Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press
campi of universities than this gloomy
Association.
outlook of unemployment?
They do not know what road to
Published weekly by the student body
take. Unless their fathers or uncles
of the State Teachers College,
can find them jobs, they know not
Harrisonburg, Virginia
where to go.
Subscription Price . . . $2.00 a Year
A member of. the status quo—the
old guard—complains that the average
MEMBER
gtesotiated 9o\itiiatt Utttm college graduate of today expects too
much of the world; that with the gov-91934 (fcIlwriflifBiofflt l935*ernment handing out all these jobs and
feeding
people at will, there is nothing
Editor-in-Chief
to be afraid of. The graduate, in his
EUGENIA TRAINUM
opinion, thinks the world owes him a
Business Manager
living. The stand-patter can afford
DOROTHY LIPSCOMB
to take this position because he has
Assistant Editor
VIRGINIA COX nothing to be afraid of but the income
Managing Editor
GOLDIE COHEN tax which can be evaded by clever
Campus Editor
ELSIE MALLORY bookkeeping.
There is one thing the degree-holder
EDITORIAL STAFF
has that no human agency can take
L. MUNDY
L. ALLRED
away from him—an education that
D. PHALEN
M. BYE*
will be with |him forever. Whether
E.
PUOH
E. BYWATERS
C. H. SCHULER it ever makes him a dime, he can use
L. CLOUD
E»ScHUMAKER
G. COHEN
it advantageously in every phase of
G. STONE
E. HUNT
life. Whether he lives in a hut or a
E.
STRANGE
M. HOPKINS
B. SLOOP
palace he has something that can transH. MACMILLAN
L. SLOOP
A. MARSHALL
form his life into one of contentment
R. WARNER
D. MAIRS
and service.
E. THRASHER
Members of the "Lost Generation"
BOARD OF MANAGERS
do
not think that the world owes them
HELEN MADJESKI
MAUDE POORE
a
living;
they do think the world owes
LOIS MEEI.1
B. WATTS
them
a
chance
to make one. It is this
TYPISTS
chance
they
are
hoping for.— (The
J. Lea, Virginia Lea, J. Baker, C Bryan,
Daily Texan—University of Texas.)
E. Cannon, M. F. Brown
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I See By The Papers

CAMPUSjj
TOM SAYS:
"Ho, ho, how's the weather?"
Heavy Stranger (returning to theatre seat between acts): "Did I tread
on your toes as I went out?"
Seated Man (grimly): "Yes, you
did, sir."
H. S. (to wife): "That's right,
Matilda, this is our place."
Traffic Cop: "Madam, didn't you
see me hold up my hand?"
Woman at Wheel: "I did not."
T. C: "Didn't you hear me blow
my whistle?"
Woman: "I did not."
T. C: "Well, I guess I might as
well go home. I don't seem to be
doing any good here."
There's many an accountant who
spends his''vacation looking at figures
on the beach.
Teacher: "What is it that comes in
like a lion and goes out like a lamb?"
Billy: "Father."

"We Are The Record Time Leaves."
As the "news" of the year is flashed
before us in rapid review we wonder
at how quickly it has grown old and
far away. Speculations as to the general chance in the all-important game
that looms on the morrow; dances, orchestras and records of little political
successes; gossips and indignation, here
and there, touches of pathos and tragedy—once they were news and important, now but fleeting reminiscences of back when. So it is with the
record of today that the front page
gives, making of life a mirage chimerical and ever-shifting. But there is
a more substantial and significant record than this, a record that is we
ourselves; in what we are and what we
are becoming the surge of life does its
lasting work and leaves its true effects.
—The Ring Turn Phi, Washington
and Lee.
The advisory council of the Alumni
Association of the university of Virginia at Charlottesville made history
on January 12. It passed resolutions
to give athletic scholarships to poor
and deserving athletes. This move
may have a decided effect on the future of all athletic sports and especially football in the South.—V. M. I.
Cadet, V. M. I. Lexington, Va.

Compliments We AlfcUke
"My father's mayor," bragged a
small boy, "and when he rides in a
1. "Gee, aren't you dressed up!"
parade the motor cops go ahead and he
2-. "Why, you look so good, I didn't
doesn't have to pay any attention to recognize you."
any traffic rules."
3. "Mother used to have the prettiThe Ballot Box Again
"That's nothing," sniffed his friend, est dress like that—just ages ago!"
4. "How do you manage to find
Using "Friendship" as the topic for "My father's a truck driver."
THE BREEZE carries the names of
such
odd-looking jewelry?"
the
Sunday
meeting
of
the
Y.
W.
C.
candidates for the five major campus
5. "You look like somebody I've
offices on the first page. The students A., Adelaide Howser, Bajlston, led the
Many a husband, knowing nothing
will determine the winners February devotionals along the lines of friendly about music, learns he can produce met—but it didn't make much impres5, polling their own votes by secret social living.
real harmony in the home by playing sion; I can't think who it was."
6. "I see you've just washed your
The classic poem, "The House by second, fiddle.
ballot. Five major officers president of
hair."—The
Sun Dial, Randolph-MaStudent Government, president of *Y. the Side of the Road," was read by
con's
Womans'
College.
Ettie
Henry,
Lynchburg.
A
piano
W. C. A. government, president of
Minister (announcing a special atsolo
by
Josephine
L.
Miller,
Port
ReAthletic Association, and the editors
traction for the evening service):
of THE BREEZE and Schoolmd'am will public, and the poem "Old Friendship "Come early if you wish a back-seat."
Gertrude Stein will speak on MonStreet," read by Nancy Turner, Norbe chosen.
day, February 4, at 8 p. m. in Cabell
The delegates of the nominating folk, contributed to the topic developDiplomacy is the art of letting Hall under the auspices of the Raven
convention and the Electoral Board, ment.
Society. She has chosen for her subsomeone else have your way.
which makes the final approval of a
ject, "Poetry and Grammar."—College
Chapel
suggested nominee, have studied the
Topics, U. of Va.
She was a good little girl as far as
records of the candidates considered.
Qualifications such as interest, experiMr. Dingledine led the devotions in good little girls go, and as far as good
Authority to operate a short wave
ence, scholarship, and personality have chapel on Monday, January 21. He little girls go, she went.
station at the university with call letbeen mentioned. Obviously, a girl also gave an interesting discussion of
Many a man takes a girl for her par ters W3FDR has been granted the
fitted to make an efficient athletic as- present day topics.
University of Virginia Radio Club by
sociation president would not necessarAmong the government policies he value.
the Federal Communications Commisily make a capable student government mentioned was the Supreme Court De(
Dedicated to the BREEZE Room: sion.
president. Only the girls most quali- cision on the so-called Gold Case. This
The
purpose
of the Club Station
fied for each position have been nomi- decision will have an important bear- "Sign in a Boston library: 'Low Conwill
be
to
handle
messages for students
versation
Permitted'.''
nated.
ing on the financial obligations of the
to their homes, girl friends, or others
One warning we would leave with government and of private organiza"Sonny, don't use such bad words." as well as to provide a station where
you—remember that the winners must tions. It concerns the gold clauses
students who hold an operator's license
"Shakespeare uses them."
carry out the duties of their offices in bonds and loans issued which stated
may communicate with other stations.
"Well,
don't
play
with
him."
after getting into office. Do not al- that the government or company
—College Topics, U. of Va.
low this election to degenerate into promises to pay the interest and prinHe:
"Every
time
I
kiss
you
it
makes
a mock party election guided by per- cipal of the loan in gold at present
sonal prejudice, propaganda, and standard. If the value of gold lessens, me a better man."
Mr. Richard Kean, eminent British
She: "Well, you don't have to try actor will give character impressions
"crowd" rule. The present campus additional currency should be paid to
to get to Heaven in one night."
in costume of well-known characters,
administration, is completing a remark- make up for the devaluation.
books, and plays in the college audiably successful year. We do not want
The Supreme Court Conferences,
I've heard of modesty
torium, January 17 at 8 p. m.—The
to see one or two thoughtlessly chosen he stated, are held secretly. Decisions
But not this kind.
Rotunda, Farmville S. T. C.
officers now destroy the accomplish- are rendered after long discussions then
She lowered the shades
ments of past and present officers. the written opinion of the majority
To change her mind.
Frank, president of the University of
Don't let others do your thinking for is sent to a private printer where evo
'■
Wisconsin, when he appeared as guest
you.
erything is done so secretly that very
speaker on "The United States and
few people know about the opinion un- THE NINTH GUEST
Affairs" series of broadcasts
What Are You Going til published for the entire public.
SHOWN IN WILSON World
sponsored by the Intercollegiate CounThe speaker also discussed the
To Do?
cil over the National Broadcasting
changes of the foreign policies of our
"The Ninth Guest" was the movie Company network recently from staThe problem of unemployment is government. From all indications the shown in Wilson Hall, Saturday night. tion WIBA, Madison, Wis.
It was written by Owen Davis and
acute enough with the older class. It United States will soon be a member
"Not a single one of these governdirected
by K. William Nejll. Donald
of
the
World
Court.
This
will
make
is the difficulty that college graduates
ments
would have come to power in
have in securing work that is causing our country nearer to the League of Cook played the lead with Genevieve
a
national
situation of peace, plenty
economists and political experts much Nations. We seem to be overturning "pobin as the girl he loves.
and
psychology
of security," Dr. Frank
It was a sophisticated murder mysalarm. They do not know how to the Big Stick Policy inaugurated by
continued.
tackle the problem, for it is a new one Theodore Roosevelt by such policies tery that appeals to lovers of in"We cannot hope to conquer inseis the f reeirfg of the Philippine Islands. triguing yarns. The action was fast,
in this country.
The
United
States
has
recently
been
curity
with hare-brained schemes to
rrielodramatic and sometimes thrilling.
Up until 1930 the institutions of
strengthening
her
navy.
Japan
repuboost
prices
by legislating scarcity in
To the average person, the numerous
higher learning in the United States
diates
this
as
a
violation
of
the
5-5-3
an
age
of
plenty,
and then taking care
deaths
are
too
monotonous
to
be
internever had trouble in placing the maratio.
Another
policy
of
President
of
the
victims
of
the security we have
esting.
The
story
is
based
on
an
unjority of their graduates in certain
Roosevelt's
is
promotion
of
internalegislated
through
elaborate and costly
usually
clever
plot.
fields. It was not a matter of placing
insurance schemes to be paid for by
them; it was a matter of which firm tional relationship by lower tariffs.
national enterprise that we have decould get them.
Governments Insecure
liberately and drastically scaled down.
Seniors /and Frosh Win
Now all is changed. More than
Says
College
President
158,000 degrees were granted last
(Continued from Page One)
"It will be unfortunate," said Dr.
June, including 1500 doctors of phi- MacDonald, If
Frank, "if economic leadership leaves
Huffman,, rf
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
losophy. It is estimated by the offices Regan, jc
Duncan, If
the problem of insecurity exclusively
s
of education in the various states that Courter, sc
Holder, jc
New York City — "Lenin, Stalin. in the hands of political leadership.
only one-third of them have work.
Fultz, rg
Clark, sc Hitler, Roosevelt, and the whole'gal- If economic leadership dodges the issue,
It is no wonder that American Mackesy, lg
Burnette, rg lery of political experimentalists hav however, it should be sportsman-like
youths are questioning a capitalistic
Irby, lg flowered from the soil of insecurity." enough to realize that the problem
system that was supposed to operate
L. Clarke, rg
That was the remark of Dr. Glenn must be met politically.

TIPS ON TEACHING
With a delightful exhibit of the
work they have done the 6-B grade
at Main Street school, under the leadership of Miss Lavada Ratliff, are bringing to a close a unit on primitive man,
on which they have been working for
the past five weeks. Their study has
included five topics: food, clothing,
protection, communication, transportation, and religion.
In all of their work for the exhibit,
the children have used reference material, and their models are as nearly
true reproductions as it was possible to
make them. Various types of dwellings are represented; there is a cave
of clay, a lake dwellers home with its
thatched roof, and huts of clay or
skin. A stone hatchet, a bow, and a
stone-tipped arrow show the types of
weapons used. Ihe way in which the
alphabet evolved is portrayed on a very
informative scroll, and a clay tablet \
with a stylus gives an idea of how
writing was done. Drums and rattles, which, were used in primitive religious ceremonies, may be seen; also
musical instruments, the lyre and the
marimba. Woveh rugs, sandals, beads,
made of berries, and a doll in costume
show typical clothing. Each child
made a clay bowl. Other things in
the exhibit are clay idols, a litter, a
raft, a bone needle, several charts, and
a time line. There are also pictures
and maps drawn by the children. As
an additional part of the unit, the
children are making booklets containing original stories about the work;
these they will take home with them /
to give their parents.
The pupils are planning to bring the
exhibit to the college library if possible.
The ten scenes from American
pioneer life were shown in pantomime
by Mrs. Fristoe's 4-B class at the Main
Street school assembly period January
10. The children participating wore
the costumes made by themselves or
remade from other costumes. A story
was read by different members of the
class, explaining each scene as it was
given. The scenes were: Indians
around a campfire, the arrival of the
white settlers under Captain John
Smith, John Smith's rescue by Pocahuntas, the Pilgrims leaving England,
the Pilgrims in Holland, the arrival
of the Mayflower, the hardships of the
settlers and an Indian attack, Miles
Standish and his men, Priscilla Mullins and John Alden, and home life in
pioneer days.
Last Thursday the assembly program at Mam Street school was given
by Mrs. Lahew's 6th grade children,
ihey piesented a one-act play entitled "America Gives a Party" in
which America gives a party inviting
the children of ail nations for tea. Ihey
are accompaneid by Miss Geo and the
Goddess ot Liberty, who steps down
from her pedestal in New York harbor. Each child brings a gift from
his own country and each tells a story
about some thing in his country. After the tea, the songs "America for
Me," "America the Beautiful," and
"Home, Sweet Home" are sung and
the guests depart for home.
"The mass demand for economic
security will grow louder and louder.
My fear is that the politicians will hear
it, while the business men, industrial.sts, and financiers will not. If this
happens, we shall be in for a generation
of legislation that will level the men
and enterprises of the United States
down to a slimly sure but uninspiring
and, in my judgment, ultimately unproductive life, even for the masses.
"I refuse to believe that we are
doomed to the destiny of fairly wellclothed and fairly well-fed puppets of
an all-embracing state. And yet it
is to just this that political pressure
from the masses will drive us unless
business and industrial leadership
promptly and effectively develops a
workable and widely effective economics of plenty."
Dr. Frank's talk over the National
Broadcasting Company network was
the seventh in a series presented by the
Intercollegiate Council in co-operation
with the National Advisory Council
on radio education.

THE BREEZE
Book Reviews

The Collegiate Review

Results Of R.O.T.C.
Polls Are Listed

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
In Oil for the Lamps of China, Mrs.
Alice T. Hobart has presented a most
Duke University (Durham, N. C.)
fascinating story of life as it is unowns
one of the most complete collec- Questionnaires Sent to Colfolded in China, the Land of the Unlege Paper Editors and
The following girls spent the week- known, as it is sometimes called. She tions of surveying instruments in the
entire
south—and
the
entire
collection
end at their homes: Anna Bailey, Lilie has expressed in the title very aptly
Presidents
Buchanan, Bessie Driver, Elsie Frank- what the book centers upon. The is available to all engineering students.
AND
lin, Dorothy Hamilton, Blandene Western lamp of civilization is here
Associated ColUgiatf $rc»
(By
Associated
Collegiate
Press)
Beauty prize winners are prohibited
Harding, Amarylas Homan, Mollie Sue used as a symbol of progress in a counfrom
teaching school in Turkey.
Hull, Mary. Bradley Jones, Jennie try where age-old traditions dominate
Madison, Wis.—Exact and definite
It looks like the old story of ecoMarino, Agnes Mays, Margaret Miller, the thought and action of a people.
proof
that
college
students
are
becomnomic
determinism at Vassar. One of
Only 35 women are students at the
Ophelia Printz, Jane Withrow, Mary The oil is the fuel brought by the
ing
more
active
in
peace
movements
Wright, Frances Milton, Genevieve Westerner to replenish those lamps as present rime in universities in Japan. was gained here today when results of the professors there was noted for years
for his outspoken distaste for gum
Miller, Mary Wood, Ruth Conklin, they burn low. The two seem to be
The state of New York has more a questionnaire sent to college news- chewing by the girls in his classes. But
Lena Mundy, Helen McjMillan and corners of a constant struggle between
paper editors and presidents throughDolores Phalen.
the legions of Easterners on the one colleges than any other state in the out the country by Collegiate Digest now they say, he has fallen silent upon
* * *
hand who cling tenanciously to their Union.
and Associated Collegiate Press were the subject and the most obvious mastabulated.
Lucy Clark and Elizabeth Cosby ancient beliefs, and the few Westerners
tication evokes nary a frown.
The most popular home study
who
attempt
to
lift
China
from
the
spent the week-end with Hazel
Approximately 400 college editors
courses taught at Columbia University
The reason? The reason is this—
rut
she
has
so
long
been
sunk
in.
The
Koohtz at her home in Elkton.
and presidents answered a series of
struggle, with its uncertain outcome, (New York City) are English courses. questions on military training and the professor has just invested in 100
serves to fire the imagination to a
peace movements, and from their an- shares of American Chiclet!
Mollie Sue Hull had Elsie Grove, pitch which does not waver throughHarvard college during the past year
swers it was discovered that 120 colEleanor Harrison, Frances Harshman, out the entire book.
has given financial aids to students
lege presidents and 131 college editors
It was during the popularity of
and Glen Harshman as her guests over
Upon first examination the plot totaling $266,920.55.
have noticed a definite increase in sen- Will Rogers' picture, "State Fair" last
the week-end.
seems very simple and unobtrusive.
timent In favor of peace movements.
* * *
Exactly 258 colleges and universi- Fifty presidents and 56 editors-did not year that Professor Blank at the UniHowever, with a more careful analysis,
Virginia Hitt visited in the home one is somewhat surprised to discover, ties in the United States have religious feel there was any noticeable increase in versity of North Dakota in Grand
Forks acquired the nickname which has
. of Miss Mary Sue Bosserman of Staun- not one plot as seemed apparent at affiliations with the Catholics leading this respect.
remained. They call him (students
ton, last week-end.
first, but a series of plots. There is with 75.
do) "Blue Boy."
Conversely,
only
15
presidents
and
* * *
one dominating plot having its central
13 editors declared they noticed any ^ As the student baptizer explained it,
The Massachusetts Institute of
Annie Kelley and Ruby Mater were theme based on the introduction of
increase in sentiment for either com- "He's the prize bore."
the week-end guests of MissTva Mae Standard Oil into China and the effects Technology (Boston, Mass.) school of pulsory or optional R. O. T. C.
Wisman, of Washington, D. C.
and reactions of this introduction on architecture has the distinction of beMore closely divided were both the
* * *
the Chinese people and their cycle of ing the oldest school of architecture in
What the future holds as figured
editors
and presidents on the question:
the
United
States.
It
was
founded
in
Martha Way accompanied Jane life. Running through this and closeout by students in the University of
Do you personally favor the entire
Withrow to her home in Goshen over ly woven to the main plot, is a lesser 1865.
Minnesota law school in Minneapolis:
abandonment of military training on
the week-end.
theme based on the fine, loyal love
"A" men make the teachers.
* * *
Notre Dame's gridiron coach, El- your campus? Answering in the affirmbetween Hester and Stephen, heroine
"B" men make the judges.
Virginia McCue spent Sunday at her and hero, respectively. Also, there is mer Lay den, lost 20 pounds during ative were 27 presidents and 56 editors,
"C" men make the money.
whi*e 3 5 presidents and 5 0> editors were
home at Ft. Defiance.
a third minor plot, undertakingly clev- the football season just closed.
"And," added a wit, "the 'D' men
opposed.
* * *
er manipulation of characters, to exmake the Congressmen."
R. O. T. C. is compulsory in 24 of
Dr. Graeme Hammond, 77, presiEthel Driver spent Sunday at her press the character of the Chinese as a
1 emeritus f
the
schools included in the poll, ophome in Mt. Sidney.
th- ifj
° the A. A. U., former *
» * »
The
ranks
of tne
the ie
legal
profession, ali. All of these are skillfully strung Columbia University track star, runs tl0nal m 17> and not given in 150, ac*ne ranl
" ot
$™ P"
hree
twice a week t0 kee
COrdin
t0 the editors whi e
m
7
Those who attended the January
gether to make a Unified whole.
\
"^
P »»
S
,
>
! SY - Ing I f""' uY^T,^ aren't goto be swelled unduly by graduates
- shape.
_
nasium work is required at 147 insti- ing
birthday dinner in the Bluestone DinMrs. Hobart seems to be a master
from
the Minnesota school, apparently.
"
tutions,
optional
in
28,
and
not
reing Hall were: Miss Elizabeth Cleve- in the art of character delineation and
Out
of
137 freshmen students this
The operating expenses for Harvard quired in 15.
land, Mrs. Annie B. Cook, Grace Boles, portrayal. True, she is careful to exwinter,
.101
flunked their preliminary
Exactly 152 of the colleges repreKatherine Beale, Margaret Belote, Mary plain the fictitious nature of her men University (Cambridge, Mass.), actests.
cording
to
a
recent
report
for
the
12
sented by their editors are not obligatDavid Bourne, Lihe Buchanan, Mary and women, but so vividly and so well
But the Dean merely remarked,
Martha Cannon, Louise Davis, Viola does she depict them that not for a months ended last June 30, totaled ed to the federal government to main"that
is nothing unusual."
$12,444,
484.99,
a
decrease
of
$541,tain
a
military
course,
while
the
anDovel, Bertha Durrer, Catherine Falls, moment do we feel them to be anyMary Gilliam, Nita Graveley, Virginia thing but human and intensely so. 757.68 from the figure of the previous swers given by the presidents bring the
total to 168.
Hester, Betty Hodges, Molly Sue Hull, Every person created by her imagina- year.
The newest form of literary expresRiith Hutcherson, Virginia Jackson, tive mind, is real and pulsing with ac' Most prominent among the student sion among sorority girls in many colDiscarded Notre Dame University organizations which tend to develop leges where the goofy idea has spread
Mary- Knight, Louise Moon, Isabel, tivity of life. One almost feels they
Roberts, Mary Sale, Lelia Stinohfield, are next-door neighbors. Like any football suits are used by the Black interest in peace movements are In- consists of preposterous, but someVirginia Turner, Julia Van Horn, ordinary human, each character has his Sheep football team at Sing Sing ternational Relations clubs, some of how humorous, perversions of Mother
Katherine Ware, Mae Woodson, Eliza- joys, his sorrows, his moments of prison.
them affiliated with the Carnegie En- Goose jingles. To be appreciated, you
beth Younger.
dowment
for Internatoinal Peace and must have a simpering young lass say
gloom, and his moments of elation, all
Attendance at collegiate football others purely local. Fifty groups hav- them aloud, for example:
Those seated at the birthday table in of which are so easily realized in true
the senior dining hall were: Miss Marie life that the reader feels himself living games during the past season was the ing this name were mentioned. Other
highest it has been for five years.
Louise Boje, Mr. and Mrs. George Con- with them all.
One for the money
groups sponsoring peace movements
rad, Virginia Balaban, Virginia Bean,
Two for the show
and discussions are the League for
In this particular drama of life, one
The Illinois chapter of Sigma Delta Industrial Democracy, the National
Ruth Bowman, Mary Moore Davis,
Three to get ready,
Margaret Felts, Edith Gammon, is especially attracted to Stephen and Chi, national professional journalistic Students League, Peace societies, and
Four, five.
Louise Golladay, Dorothy Lipscomb, Hester. Of course, the author intend- fraternity wants Mae West to attend the United Front Against War. Also
Charlotte Sheets, Edith Smith, Mildred ed to arouse favorable emotions ^re- its annual dance. Their invitation active in this respect are the Y. M.
Simple Simon met a pieman
Stephenson, Peg Regan, Henrietta gard to these actors, so one can hardly said: "We feel that you, Miss West, C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.
Going to the fair
Manson, Teedie Studebaker, Mary Ver- ■fail to react as she anticipated. Steph- typify the American spirit as it is toSaid Simple Simon to the pieman
The
military
training
question
non Montgomery, Martha Surber, Mary en is such an admirable type of man. day. You are a boon to newspapermen should be settled by a conference and
"Hello."
He is very masculine, and at the same and how the professional writers inVan Landingham.
time shows his attention to the higher vite you to join them in the biggest vote of student governors and faculty,
o
Little Miss Muffett
the majority of the presidents feel.
ideals of life. Fine, upright, standing party of the year."
Sat on a tuffet,
Crichton and Wells
The editors are overwhelmingly in favfirm on his own convictions, brave in
Eating her curds and whey;
or
of
submitting
it
to
the
entire
stu(Continued from Page One)
the face of grave danger, ever loyal to
The senior class at Harvard UuiAlong came a spider
dent
body.
7
staff '3 3-'3 4. She has also worked on mena
friend ana
and employer, loving and con- versity (Cambridge, Mass.) heads the
'
And sat down.
From tne
the BREEZE staff. She is a member of Jiderate as a husband, accepting his re- fist in the number in each class seekcomments given by both
Page Literary society.
:sidents, it is ap- *»^mo«aaxm^a]m^
sponsibilities with earnestness, he ing employment under the new stueditors and the presidents,
Sylvia, varsity hockey player '33- stamps the imprint of his noble self so dent-employment plan there.
parent that there is a general wide.
Valley Beauty Salon ::
'34 and '34-'35, was vice-president of forcibly upon one, that he is not soon
spread awakening of interest on the
'
:
—Experts in—
the sophomore class, treasurer and sec- forgotten, Hester is no less lovable.
!
Co-educational colleges claim three- part of college students towards disi
PERMANENT WAVING
retary of Debating club and is now She, too, is fine, loyal, with those noble fourths of the women attending in- cussions of the peace question. Peace
:
MARCELLING and
president of Johnston Hall. Sylvia is instincts which say, "she is a lady." stitutions of higher learning in the speakers are well received, and accorda member of Page.
MANICURING
ing to severaLof the answers received,
Because she is so brave in danger and United States.
10.% Discount for H. T. C.
During her three years here Helen other crises, she quickly endears herstudents are reading extensively on the
Students and Teachers
has been varsity '33-'34, on the Ath- self to all who learn to know her. A move along logically, but rapidly subject.
COURT SQUARE
letic Council, business manager of the sensitive nature is easily understood enough to hold this interest. Every
"Locker room conversation freDebating club, member of the board when she takes up her violin and plays. word counts. Her setting for scenes, quently smacks of internationalism,"
of managers of THE BREEZE, and serIt is interesting to follow Kin and her presentation of situations, and her one editor points out, while another
geant-at-arms of the junior class.
Ho, Chinese Gentlemen to the last d:- local descriptions are worthy of notice. says, "Peace is a popular bull-session
Virginia, president-elect of the Vir- gree. Through them is revealed all the Words are carefully chosen for just subject, with much intelligent discus- I QUALITY -|- SERVICE
ginia Intercollegiate Press Association, subtlety and craftiness of the Chinese the exact shade of meaning she desires sion of it." This same editor conIS OUR MOTTO
is serving at present as assistant editor race. Silent, insolent at times, "pok- to impress. Language is simple and tinues, "Upon the peace subject alone
of THE BREEZE, was business manager er-faced," and exacting in regard to easily read. Her analysis are so done are the students beginning to get away
: When you have us print your 5
of the sophomore class, secretary of execution of their ancient codes of that any average reader would have no from their provincialism and narrowdifficulty
in
comprehending.
In
order
School Annual, Catalog, Maganess. They are interested in a warless
Stratford, secretary of Lee, secretary of ethics, one has good cause to fear them.
to
add
spice
to
the
background,
she
inworld and will work against R. O. T.
zine, Newspaper, or Printing of
Debating club, and treasurer of Alpha By means of these characters, too, is
Rho Delta. She is also a member of evidenced traditions, customs and gen- troduces Chinese phrases here and C."
any Kind—Your work looks
Literary societies are giving more
Kappa Delta Pi, Scribblers and French eral mode of living. These are espe- there. The whole seems very reasonable and true to life in every respect. discussion to the question of peace, and
Circle.
_.NEW, MODERN, and
cially interesting when one realizes
The conclusion of the book is a chapel talks dealing with it are becomLois Sloop, a member of the BREEZE they are based on authentic records of
DIFFERENT
happy one. After many hardships and ing more popular, the editors claim.
and Sc/joolma'am staffs, belongs to the personal observation and experience.
disappointments, Hester and Stephen Outside speakers visiting the colleges
Debating club. She is a varsity basIn regard to style, the author writes are united by a love so strong that
are said to have been responsible for
The
ketball and varsity hockey player '34- in a most interesting manner. In the
none
of
life's
ills
can
down
them.
This,
some of the newly created interest on
'35. She has held the offices as secre- first place, she does not take pages to
1
tary of Alpha Rfa Delta, Lee critic, begin her story. Instead she p.unges too, is reasonable, and so the .reader is the part of the students.
Through their editorial columns,
and assistant, business manager of Ath- ;nto the midst of it, grasping the read- left with a very pleasant feeling of
205 West Beverley Street
letic Association. She is now s.r- er's attention from the first. From satisfaction. He has read history, rom- many of the papers have brought probSTAUNTON, VIRGINIA
geant-at-arms of the sophomore class. the very beginning she makes her story ance in life, and character in races, lems of peace to their readers, with the
and he is content.
(Continued on Page Four)
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"PICK O' THE PICTURES"
Warner Bro*.
k

Thirty-Two Students
Win Rhodes Awards

Aeolian Club Offers
Music Scholarship
i RG.iind

Seeing

Mai. 2 - 4 P. M.—Eve. 7:U - 9 P. M.

Any Piano, Violin, or
Vocal Student
Eligible

Yale, Harvard, and Prince'
ton Students Lead in
Number Given

A scholarship in piano, violin, or
The Curie Science Club held its
voice will be offered by the Aeolian
Friday Only—February 1st
first
regular meetjng t the new quarclub, honorary musical organization,
Stage and Screen Show
ter last Friday night. Short talks
to a student of music according to the
ON THE SCREEN:
were given by Katheryn Gay, Reba
"Father Brown, Detective"
announcement of Josephine R. Miller,
Hoosy,
and Evangeline Sheets.
with WALTER CONNELLY
Woodstock, president of the club.
As its guests, the,Science Club had
.Also Big Stage Show
Try-outs for the scholarship are Dr. Gifford, Mr. Hanson, Dr. Phillips,
Saturday Only—February 2nd
beginning immediately and any music Dr. Normand and Dr. Pickett.
CAROLE LOMBARD as
The members of the club decided to
student is eligible. The offering of a
"THE GAY BRIDE"
get
pins and a committee was appointscholarship is a new project of the
ed to present some suitable designs
club, and will be given during the
from which, one will be chosen.
spring quarter of the present session.
t-ocker's Shoe Repair Shop
The club will meet weekly now inMembership in the Aeolian club is stead of bi-weekly.
Work Done While You Wait
upon recommendation from a member
We Deliver To You Free
of the music faculty and requires that
French circle goats of the winter
J. T. LOKER, PROP.
each member appear in a public con- quarter appeared recently. They are:
Phone 8<-R
4$ E. Market St.
cert at least once during the year.
Eleanor Bobbit, Reisterstown, Md.;
Other officers of the musical or- Margaret Byer, Hagerstown, Md.;
ganization are: Daisy Mae Gifford, Elsie Garvis, Mathews; Elizabeth
Harrisonburg, vice-president; Jose- Sprague, Luray; Mary Knight, Norphine L. Miller, Port Republic, secre- folk; Helen Hatch, Portsmouth; Helen
EXCLUSIVE MILLINER
tary; Emma Dunbar, Dunbar, W. Va., McMillan, Harrisonburg; and Lena
HOSE
UNDERWEAR
treasurer; Inez Graybeal, Christians- Mundy, Harrisonburg.
124 East Market Street
burg, business manager; and Catherine
Matthews, Cambridge, Md., chairman
Fifty-eight girls, dressed in white,
of the program committee.
were taken into the Frances Sale Club
last Tuesday night.
Harrisonburg's Exclusive
colleges which report no R. 0. T. C.
After a formal initiation they adLADIES SHOPPE
units, requests for optional military journed to meet in Alumna: Hall for a
Social Hour, where refreshments were
training courses have been made.
One editor points out that "students served.
"If It's New We Have It"
After Miss Robinson gave a talk,
are getting 'fed up' on the extreme
several old members of the club, inUX3
radicalism of the 'peace at any price' cluding Eleanor McKnight, Margaret
V\V\VV\\\VY*\YVX\\XXV*YVV\
group, which consists of a small group Peak and Mary Moore Davis, gave a
VISIT OUR STORE
of socialist pacifists." Another sug- oneract play, entitled Keeping Nora.
FOR
o
gests that "a period of compulsory

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Swarthmore, Pa.—Yale, Harvard
and Princeton students were awarded
nine of the 193 J United States Rhodes
Scholarships, according to the list announced by President Frank Aydelotte
of Swarthmore College, American Secretary to the Rhodes Trustees. The
32 awards are still subject to ratification by the Rhodes Trustees.
Yale leads with four students placed,
with Harvard second with three, and
Princeton third with tWo. Twentythree other schools had oiie representative each.
Each scholarship carries with it a
stipend of 400 pounds annually for
two years study at Oxford. Students
who make outstanding records during
their first two years are awarded a
third year.
Candidates for the scholarships must
be citizens of the United States, between 19 and 25 years old, unmarried
and must have been students for at
least two years in some recognized college or unversity. In making the
awards, scholastic ability and attainment, character and physical vigor, as
well as leadership, are taken into consideration.
The United States is divided into
eight districts, each containing six
states. Two representatives from each
state are chosen by competition withthe district committee choosing four
students, irrespective of the state, to
be the Rhodes Scholars of that district.

military service in return for the protection offered by the Government
should be served by every young man,
but this should not be administered
through the colleges of the country."

Have You Heard—

Mon. and Tues., Jan. 28-29
KATHARINE HEPBURN in
"THE LITTLE MINISTER"
Wed. and Thurs., Jan. 30-31
ANN HARDING and ROBERT
MONTGOMERY in
"Biography of a Bachelor Girl"

foggggggggggggggggoggggggg
Lilian Gochenour

RALPH'S

Ready-to-Wear
Shoes
Dry Goods'
AND

NEEDS OF ALL

KINDS
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Boake Carter Joins
Radio Committee
Commentator Becomes Advisor to Radio Institute
of Audible Arts

At one school, the editor lists the
following as evidences of the increased sentiment in favor of peace: "riots,
strikes, demonstrations, protest meetHarrisonburg, Virginia
ing, boycotts, suspensions, expulsions,
.\WY\YYYVYYYXYYYV\YY\YYY\\
Boake Carter, outstanding radio ediprobations, and censorships."
torialist and commentator, has becorne
Class discussions have centered on
a member of the Advisory Committhe problem of peace, one editor dej
ATTENTION GIRLS!
tee of The Radio Institute of the
clares. At this college, the students all
VALUABLE COUPON—
Audible Arts, it was announced reheartily disapproved of the United
(Save 76c)
cently by Pitts Sanborn, Director of
States disarming, because of the, danThis Coupon and 49c will get
the Institute. Founded two months
gers involved.
you—
ago by the Philco Radio and Television
"Students are discussing the problem
A $1.00 JAR GLEBEAS 4
more freely, and seemingly with al- Corporation as a public contribution,
PURPOSE CREAM
most unanimous disapproval of war," The Radio Institute of the Audible
and a
Arts seeks to stimulate among the
a, college president observes^ while an25c BOX of KLEENEX
other feels that along with an increas- millions of listeners a more active apGet Yours While They Last
ing sentiment for peace "there is a preciation of good radio programs.
feeling that the United States should It aims to increase the discrimination
be always adequately prepared for non- of the public and to encourage the demand for the better things on the air.
aggressive war."
Other members on the Advisory
"I personally feel that if it were not
gasBroHngggHgaggggggBBaagg
a
for the waste of time in the course, Committee who will co-operate with
p
SHOP AT THE
g
(military training), it would be fine Mr. Sanborn are: Sigmund Spaeth,
to keep it up because students are so prominent writer, musician and lecj
And See For Yourself
opposed to it that unknown to the turer; Miss Florence Hale, distinguish! LADIES READY-TO-WEAR
instructors they are inculcating a spirit ed educator, Director of Radio for the
| HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
of anti-militarism in the students," National Education Association, and
and MILLINERY
editor-in-chief of "The Grade Teachanother college president declares.
Differing from the opinion of the er;" Dr. Levering Tyson, Director of
ggggggggggggggggggggggggHH
last president quoted is the following the National Advisory Council on
statement, also by a college president: Radio in Education; Professor Lyman
"I have given careful attention to the Bryson of Teachers College, Columbia
courses of instruction imparted in the University, whose studies on the use
STATIONERS—PRINTERS
military division of the university, and of leisure time have won widespread
in no sense do I believe that they tend attention; and Professor Peter W.
Office Outfitters
Gifts
to incline the mind of our youth to- Dykema, Professor of Music EducaJi—J-mu—jiAminJUj^a,^ jjj.i g'
wards war as a solution of our na- tion at Teachers College, and member
tional problems. In special reference of the Board of Control of the Bureau
to the R. O. T. C, I find that the for the Advancement of Music.
(Continued from Page Three)
military training whose benefits are deThe Advisory Committee will aid
majority of the papers taking an anti- sired by the state authorities tends in Mr. Sanborn in developing the comwar stand.
a very real sense to lead our youth to prehensive program of the Institute.
In contrast to those editors who an appreciation of the necessity for It will also advise in the preparation of
have noticed an increase in the senti- wholesome living and to impart the publications intended to broaden the
ment for peace, the following com- ideals of truthfulness, honor, and self- sphere and quicken a desire on the
ment was made: "There has been no sacrifice which may again be of great part of the listening audience for the
increased sentiment in favor of peace use in preserving the free institutions better type programs. Helpful manmovements on our campus. In fact, of both our state and nation."
uals that will add to the enjoyment of
the students are becoming more op"Everyone desires peace, but few programs, articles and talks that may
posed to pacifism as concerned with a see any proper relation between this be used as the basis for lectures and
defensive war, because of the manner and obstruction of the federal program group discussions on subjects relating
in which pacifists carry out their cam- for national defense as represented by to the future of radio culturally, and
paign. We believe in peace, but are R. O. T. C. This modest and inof- vaVious syllabi that will instruct on
not in favor of standing idly by while fensive civilian organization for mili- ways to use the radio—these are some
our country is open f.o invasion."
tary training could be regarded as the of the projects on which the Director
Where R. O. T. C. is optional, there most effective peace organization at will seek the advice and counsel of the
seems to be less of a problem than this university," states another college members of the Advisory Committee.
where it is required. In some of the head.
As a broadcaster to whom millions

1 J. C. Penney Co. §
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HOSTETTER'S CUT
RATE STORES
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Results of R. 0. T. C.
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TRY VITA-RAY
Vita-Ray is the one all purpose
Cream that can actually make
the skin grow young again. Contains 750 A. D. M. A. Vitamins
D <units to make your skin grow
fresher, younger, lovelier.
Exclusive At

WILLIAMSON DRUG
STORET

"Preferred Pictures At Popular Prices"

Showing All The
Latest

Attractions

The J. C. Dean Studio
Over McCroys 5 & 10
School Work A Specialty

PORTRAITS OF
DISTINCTION
Kodak Finishing
PHFNE

Harrisonburg,

278-J
::

Virginia

It's a great advantage to be "cute"
and have a fur coat on this state teachers college campus.
The garlic season is over for another
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
quarter—Are we relieved! By the
TELEPHONE 70
way, is there such a thing as originality in initiations?
| 121 S. Main St. :: Harrisonburg, Va. !
The latest custom in literary sociNext door to Mick or Mack
eties is "highballing. Consult a dizzy
mmmmmfmtmmmmimmimn;
black blonde frosh.
The latest fad is nursing a grouch vvwwwvvvv
to keep it warm.
R
D rr v
T
BUY
THE BEST
That after all these months some
I
frosh still don't recognize the, eminent
student body prexy.
MICK OR MACTT
Where Gash Talk* -■-»turn nightly to listen to his gifted interpretation of what has been happen- \\\\V\X\V\>\\\X\\X\\\\\\\*
ing in the world, Boake Carter may be VKV\Y\\\XV*VV\\\*\NVVXVV\*
counted upon to contribute valuable
STOP AT THE
suggestions, especially in the field of
current events and contemporary talks.
CANDYLAND
As a journalist, Mr. Carter travelled 2
I
to almost every country in the world rt for the BEST things to eat and 2
rlrint
*
in search of news and adventure. He I
drink
began his radio career in 1930, broadHOME-MADE CANDIES
casting his editorial comments locally
HOME-MADE ICE CREAM
over WCAU, Philadelphia. He first
received national recognition as a radio
the best in town
editorialist when he was assigned to
Try Our Toasted Sandwiches of
Hopewell at the time of the Lindbergh
all Kinds
kidnapping case. Since then he has
occupied a commanding position in his
field.
In announcing the formation of the
Advisory Committee, Mr. Sanborn said
that he planned to enlarge it to include men and women prominent in
such fields as international relations,
Given Away Free With Each
civic education, college education and
Delicious
children's entertainment.
Mr. Sanborn called attention to the
fact that the Institute, which mainONE DAY ONLY
tains its headquarters at 8 (LBroadway,
Saturday January 26
New York, welcomes suggestions for
specific activities that it might undertake to further the broad plans of the
founders.

Modern Beauty Salon I
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—FREE— ,
Miniature Pennants
College Delite 10c

Soda Sandwich Shoppe
Friddles Restaurant
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ScnsCb
WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE YOU VISIT OUR

Ladies' "Ready • to - Wear, Millinery, and
Shoe Departments
"The Smartest and Newest Always Shown"
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